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Martin Cruz Smith's 1975 novel, Into the Land He Possessed, is a haunting
and immersive journey into the remote wilds of Alaska. The story follows
Daniel McCloud, a young man who travels to the far north in search of his
missing father. Along the way, he encounters a cast of unforgettable
characters and experiences the unforgiving beauty and danger of the
Alaskan wilderness.

Smith's writing is lyrical and evocative, capturing the vastness and
grandeur of the Alaskan landscape. He paints a vivid picture of the towering
mountains, sparkling glaciers, and endless forests that make up this
untamed land. The novel is also a fascinating exploration of the Native
American experience. Smith portrays the struggles and triumphs of the
Native people with sensitivity and respect.
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At its heart, Into the Land He Possessed is a story about the power of
nature. Smith shows how the wilderness can be both a source of great
beauty and a formidable force. His characters are constantly reminded of
the power of nature, and they must learn to adapt to its unpredictable ways.

Into the Land He Possessed is a classic novel that deserves to be
rediscovered. It is a powerful and moving story that will stay with you long
after you finish reading it.

Characters

Daniel McCloud is the main character of Into the Land He Possessed. He is
a young man who travels to Alaska in search of his missing father. Daniel is
a complex and flawed character, but he is also brave and resourceful. He is
determined to find his father, no matter what the cost.

Other important characters in the novel include:

Agnes McCloud: Daniel's mother. She is a strong and independent
woman who has raised Daniel on her own.

Sam Moses: A Native American guide who helps Daniel on his journey.
Sam is a wise and experienced man who knows the land and its
people.

John McCloud: Daniel's father. He is a mysterious and enigmatic figure
who has disappeared into the Alaskan wilderness.

Setting

Into the Land He Possessed is set in the remote wilds of Alaska. The
novel's setting is as important as any of its characters. The vast and



unforgiving landscape plays a major role in the story, and it helps to create
a sense of suspense and danger.

The novel is also set against the backdrop of the Native American
experience. Smith portrays the struggles and triumphs of the Native people
with sensitivity and respect. The novel shows how the Native people have
been able to adapt to the harsh conditions of the Alaskan wilderness, and it
celebrates their culture and traditions.

Themes

Into the Land He Possessed explores a number of important themes,
including:

The power of nature.

The Native American experience.

The search for identity.

The importance of family.

Smith's novel is a powerful and moving story that will stay with you long
after you finish reading it. It is a classic work of American literature that
deserves to be rediscovered.
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